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Rajiv Gandhi University of Health Sciences
M.B.B.S. PHASE III (Part-I) Degree Examination - June / July 2011

Time : 3 Hrs.  [Max. Marks: 100]

COMMUNITY MEDICINE - PAPER II (Revised Scheme)

QP Code: 1064
Your answers should be specific to the questions asked.

Draw neat labeled diagrams wherever necessary.

LONG ESSAY 2 X 10 = 20 Marks

1. Enumerate the causes of under five mortality in India. Describe the various national programmes
for protection of pre – school children in India 

2. Describe epidemiology and prevention of accidents 

SHORT ESSAY 10 X 5 = 50 Marks

3. What is cancer registry. Write it’s public health importance 

4. Write functions of Anganwadi worker 

5. What is population pyramid and it’s significance 

6. What are the principals of primary health care? Give examples 

7. What is central council of health? Write it’s functions 

8. Describe growth chart & write it’s uses 

9. Enumerate various sources of health information system in India 

10. Write  common health problems of geriatric population and measures taken to prevent these in
India 

11. Enlist international health agencies and write workes of UNICEF in India 

12. Write the characteristics of mentally healthy individual 

SHORT ANSWERS 10 X 3 = 30 Marks

13. Write in brief about record linkage

14. What is ‘tracking of blood pressure’

15. Write measures for case detection in HIV in India 

16. Classify contraceptive methods 

17. What are functions of primary health centers in India 

18. Write components of ‘evaluation’ in health planning 

19. What are behavioral problems in children 

20. Write modern methods of communication in medicine 

21. Write activities of SIDA in India 

22. Write activities of any voluntary organization working for de – addiction in India 

* * * * *
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